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Disclaimers
The materials available in this publication are for informational purposes only, and not for the purpose
of providing legal, financial, tax, accounting, or medical advice. You should contact your attorney,
financial planner, tax adviser, accountant, or physician to obtain advice with respect to any particular
issue or problem. Use of and access to this website/blog or any of the links contained within the site do
not create an attorneyclient, doctorpatient, or any other fiduciary relationship between the author or
owner of the site and the user, visitor, or browser. The opinions expressed at or through this site are the
opinions of the individual author and may not reflect the opinions of owner of this site.
You agree that you are solely responsible for the consequences of your actions. It is the user's
responsibility to conduct due diligence prior to making any business or legal decisions. The
information contained and distributed by this website is not to be considered professional business
advice or legal advice. For legal purposes, this product and website should be considered "for
entertainment purposes only".

FTC and Affiliate Notices:
Beginning December 1, 2009, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) began enforcing new rules
regarding transparency in advertising relations between product endorsers, advertisers, affiliate
marketers, product reviewers, bloggers, celebrities, and other marketers, and the general public.
Opinions in this report are my own. No one else is responsible for the content. I have not received any
compensation for writing any post, article, review, or other content, and I have no material connection
to the brands or products mentioned, except as noted below.
AFFILIATE NOTICE:
I maintain an affiliate/publisher/republisher relationship with hundreds of companies. This report may contain affiliate
links to one or more of these companies. An affiliate link is a special URL to the affiliate merchant which lets him
know you reached his site/sales page through my recommendation, text link, or banner ad. Any product features,
statistics, quotes or other representation about a product or service should be verified with the manufacturer or
distributor.
Unless otherwise stated, the website guest or visitor should assume that any link to a thirdparty vendor is a paid link,
and that the author or website owner may receive compensation for that link.
Distribution and Editing
Feel free to distribute and give away this report/checklist in its original form so long as you do not
alter any text or links, do not sell the product, and do not attempt to claim ownership of the report as
your own.
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Before You Begin

Consider Registering Free:
A Foreign Affair
AfricaBeauties
AmoLatino
AnastasiaDate
A Pretty Woman
AsianBeauties
BeHappy International
Bridge of Love
CharmingDate
Cherry Blossoms
ChnLove
Dream Marriage
IDateAsia
Kharkov Ladies
Russian Mail Order Wife
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Mail Order Brides:

Truth, Lies, Myths, Video, and Utter Bullshit
Opinions about mail order brides are like assholes. 
Everyone has one, and most of them
stink.

1. People think they know what a “mail order bride” is. They don’t.

“Mailorder bride is a label applied to a woman who publishes her intent to marry
someone from another – usually more financially developed – country.”

~
http://listverse.com/2010/02/17/top10factsaboutmailorderbrides/
2. Certain terms get bastardized in common usage. “Cable” now means “TV”, even if the
speaker has a satellite dish. “Mail order bride” means everything from an international
trophy wife (think Donald Trump) to an American man bringing home a poverty
stricken, golddigging, sex slave.
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3. There is no mail. There is no order. There may be a bride. Unless you want to live
permanently in the U.S., marriage itself is optional.

4. Most women, especially Russian or Ukrainian, would prefer to stay home and find the
right husband. Circumstances from wars to alcoholism have created shortages of
marriageable men in their countries. They are looking for the right husband, not an
escape valve.
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5. Most American women perceive mail order brides as golddiggers, sluts, scammers,
submissives, maids, sex slaves, or green card whores.

6. If true, it says a lot about men so desperate 
they will choose one of the above over
what is available to them at home
. Relations between men and women offer no
guarantees regardless of your diverse cultures or languages. Half the fun is crafting
your own life.
“
Much of what you may have heard about Russian women are myths. Indeed, we’ve heard from many
happy Western men about how wonderful Russian women are. Russian women make great wives because
they make the extra effort and are good at adapting to new situations – including moving to a distant country
and learning the ways of a new culture.
”

~
http://www.rosebrides.com/whyrussianwomen.html
7. If American women were appealing as wives, you would see many more men
becoming green card pimps. Not even a green card is enough for former Latin lovers
and broke European aristocrats to take on an American wife.
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8. If all you need is sex and companionship, you don’t need a bride at all. Strike out
around the world as a 
perpetual traveler
. The world is full of 
LBFMs
to keep you
happy.

lbfm
"Little Brown Fucking Machine"
American military slang for whores obtained in east asian countries.

9. The forces at work that attempt (or succeed) in interfering with your choice of spouse
include family, religion, laws, government, immigration, social mores, and, if you
believe it, God almighty himself has nothing better to do than prohibit transnational or
multicultural relationships.

10. Seeking marriage abroad is the perfect chance to reinvent yourself, shed your past,
and create the life you want. (If that seems like a peak too rugged to scale, read 
Harry
Browne
or 
James Altucher
for a couple of good paths to freedom.)

http://youtu.be/sfXpxMqrArQ
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11. While looking for a bride abroad, you will meet a number of women in a relaxed
environment meant for getting to know each other in a short amount of time. If it
doesn’t work out with one woman, then a dozen more are available to meet. You don’t
have to keep seeing them at work or socially if a relationship goes south.

http://youtu.be/ff5cgt6V1bY

12. Hard as it to believe when you grow up in the United States, foreign women in many
countries think of American men as a catch  and not just financially. We are seen as
good providers, less violent, and not prone to gambling or alcoholism.

13. If you are exercising your free will and pursuing the absolute perfect spouse for you,
expect to be called everything from fool, loser, abuser, brute, selfish, pedophile, or
dirty old man. No one can make the label stick without your acquiescence. No one
can interfere with your choice of lover without your permission.
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14. Nothing takes away a man’s freedom more than being stuck in a bad marriage.
Especially when he dreams of respect and a loving home. Chances are he is also in a
job he hates to make the money that others demand of him. A mail order bride may
be his best alternative.
"
Heaven is having a Japanese wife, a Chinese cook, a British country home and an American salary.
Hell, on the other hand, is having a Chinese salary, a British cook, a Japanese house and an American
wife
."
— Gary Clark, 
An Introduction to the "Penpal Bride" or socalled "Mail Order Bride" Movement,
Copyright © 1995,
~
http://cis.org/MailOrderBrides

15. Technology is the game changer. In old time mail order bride catalogs, you had to pay
just for an address. With smart phones, computers, and the Internet, you can make
and stay in contact for almost free. I believe agencies (
IMBRAs
) have to change their
business models and shift from introductions to fulltime tour operators.

16. Dream Connections
seems to have the model of the future with hotels, incountry
transportation, group and solo events, consultants, and individual interpreters for each
client.
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17. In most places these days, you can choose to marry or not. Contracts have a way of
ruining relationships but can be forced if you want a visa for her. Be sure marriage is
the only way to solve your problem of where to reside. If your mail order bride has a
tourist visa, travel together before marriage and find the best place for the two of you
to live.

18. To Western men, mail order brides are feminine, exotic, stunning women who want
them. The main qualifications are a penis and a job. Men may be fearful of being
scammed, but it still beats what they have to endure at home.

https://youtu.be/tePyCnjShLY
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19. Scammers (male or female) notwithstanding, men looking for mail order brides and
women looking for husbands have the same stated goal  marriage.
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20. Social media is booming in Eastern Europe and Asia. You can use Google Translate
to communicate. The average Western male can woo a wife who is younger, taller,
prettier, sexier, and bettereducated than he can find at home.

https://youtu.be/xAWjSWjVz8
21. German studies show that men who marry older women (cougars) die younger, while
those who marry younger women live 11 ~ 20% longer. Some speculate that only the
healthiest older men can attract young wives, or that young women take better care of
their husbands. But who cares why? 
Go with the odds.

22. After 10 years in Asia as a young man, I returned home to Florida. My two main
impressions of American women were: (1) an attitude of “what have you done for me
lately”; and (2) asses as wide as Montana. 
My apologies to any ass men out there.
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23. Caveat
: For men, you need to change the mindset you have likely developed at
home. It’s not about a woman who is cute or okay or good enough. Think perfect wife
for you. 
Don’t settle.You will likely spend from $5,000 to $25,000 in the marriage
process and at least a year of your life. The Internet allows you to eliminate
inappropriate prospects. Go for the gold and enjoy the journey.

24. In the early 1980s, 
Cherry Blossoms
enjoyed a good reputation with the Consular
Officers at the U.S. Embassy Manila. America is not unfamiliar with marriage
agencies. Photos were exchanged. Maybe even a few phone calls. Unlike today, an
American could petition for his fiancee without having met. If she told the Consular
Officer she was ready to travel sight unseen for marriage, and his finances looked
good, she was on her way.
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25. Hundreds of thousands of women have placed the profiles online with photos and
videos. 
You can find exactly your “type”.If you want a 
tall, blonde, Russian M.D.
with
no children, find her. If you want a petite, gorgeous, Thai spinner, go for it. You have
no one to please but yourself.

spinner
:
A petite woman. Denoted as a joke, whereby the petite woman is so thin she is able to be mounted and
spun in a circle on an erect penis.

"She's a spinner."
~
Urban Dictionary

26. Radical feminists would have you believe that women have no need for men. 
In their
cases, I would agree
.
They especially hate the idea of mail order brides.

"
A woman needs a man like a fish needs a bicycle" is a well-known 
Steinemism
.
~
http://sexualobjectification.blogspot.com/2014/08/feminists-versus-mail-order-brides.html
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27. One great blog on the other side  
Return of Kings
 gives a male side to relationships
not often heard in our feminized society. While not specifically about mail order brides,
their reviews of Filipinas are spot on. Here are some articles you might find
enlightening: 
Why Men Who Travel For Sex Are Not Evil
; 
5 Tips For Writing An
Online Dating Profile That Get Responses
; and 
Poosy Paradise Is Waiting For You
.

28. Many agencies have sprung up specifically to present the women who are not spoiled
by feminism. One in particular features women from the Czech Republic. (An added
bonus is that Czech women 
don’t need visas to visit the United States
.)
"This program is designed for single men looking for a true life partner who is beautiful, significantly younger,
educated, is unspoiled by feminism and whose culture is one of support & respect."
~
http://www.easterneuropewomen.com/

29. Post an honest and descriptive profile with clear photos. This will attract many women
you may not have viewed thus far. Give some human background if it’s important to
you, like where you live in the U.S., pets, and other interests. Let your personality
come through. I think showing off cars and property attracts visa whores and
golddiggers. Include any must have attributes such as “no children” or “never married”
if that’s what you want. Stay active on the sites and compile a list of women you want
to meet on your travels.

ONLINE DATING: THE (MR.) RIGHT PROFILE
30. Think of deal breakers. If you want a tall woman because you hope your children will
be taller than you, don’t be embarrassed. If you want a traditional wife or a wild child,
go for it. Act. Do not contact anyone who is not 100% what you want  at least at a
surface level.
“There are tactics that would work wonders but men have no idea about them, and would not try. 
My
information will give you 
an unfair advantage
in winning hearts of Russian women
: you will know what
response your actions will have and how to respond to her actions, and you can make her fall in love with
you, 
no matter what
.
You will be the only man for her in the whole Universe.”
~
How to Find and Marry a Girl Like Me
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31. Also, make sure you meet her basic criteria. If she is looking for a European man age
25 ~ 55, and you are a 65 year old American  pass. Too many choices are available
to waste time trying to overcome what she is looking for.

http://iperpetualtraveler.com/shockingtruthaboutmailorderbride/

32. Over the years, I have learned not to be too concerned about age differences,
depending on the country. At 61, I would not look for a Russian woman under 35 or a
Filipina over 25. It’s all about the culture. Chinese women over 40 will fool you every
time with their fit, good looks. Just remember if she is young, she probably wants
children. And it’s not fair to her to go too far if you don’t. But it doesn’t matter what I
think. If you have the desire and the courage, go for any woman you desire.

http://www.escapistmagazine.com/forums/read/18.328819PollDoyouthinkhavingaMailOr
derBrideiscreepy
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33. For many successful, divorced women, they have played by their local rules, been
married, had children, and still ended up alone. They have lived up to everyone’s
expectations, and now they want to live for themselves. If they move abroad with you,
they are free of all the social stigmas and bullshit they will face at home.

Why Consider Age 40+ Mail Order Brides
34. If she meets your criteria, and you meet hers, the real work begins. Chemistry. You
will need to exchange emails, make phone calls, and Skype. Start making travel plans
and set up a personal meeting. Again, I 
recommend romance tours
if you are not
familiar with her home country, but keep individual personal meetings away from the
socials (which are there to introduce you to hundreds of women you may not have
considered so far).

https://youtu.be/bGXfJAzPI0A

35. Another reason for the tours and socials is not to restrict yourself to meeting just one
woman. If chemistry does not exist between you and your preferred match, you need
a Plan B. Socials will do that. And for God’s sake, don’t travel with a diamond ring.
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36. No rush. Take your time. Go to the socials. Meet individual women you have
contacted before the trip. Learn more about every woman who causes a rise in your
Levis. At the beginning, limit your activities that you both enjoy and which enhance the
relationship. This is not a race to get married.

37. After marriage, she may be interested in using her profession and working in your
home country. If her English skills are poor, some work outside the home will improve
it. Whatever you both decide, make it an adventure, not a burden, but be sure to
discuss your future lifestyle before tying the knot.

38. One of the joys of these relationships is learning another culture and not assuming
what she wants or needs. For the first time in your life, you can be transparent about
your own wants and needs too, and find exactly what you want. No settling. No
sacrifice.
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39. With the fall of the 
Berlin Wall
in 1989, the Former Soviet Union opened up and
presented exotic Caucasian beauties the West hardly knew existed. Russian women
became a mail order bride rage that continues to this day.

40. For my taste, the Ukrainian city of 
Kharkiv (Kharkov)
may have the most beautiful
“Russian” women in the world. The city is known for education, and tours are going
there even with the Russians still scrapping in Eastern Ukraine. We all have to be on
guard until the current fighting is over in eastern Ukraine, which is more than a shame
for men around the world.
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41. SE Asia has long been a source of war brides and MOBs. While Japan and Korea
have contributed, the Philippines have far and away been America’s main origin of
international brides since 1945. Easy to see with English the unifying language among
the 7,000+ islands, devout Catholics everywhere, and a reputation as LBFMs.

42. With the rise of the Internet, hot spots for the next wave of mail order brides include
China, Vietnam, Thailand, and Indonesia.

43. Scams can occur at home or abroad. Trust your gut. Most scams can be avoided by
not giving money to women you are not at least engaged to, meeting her friends and
family, and by using agencies that have done some screening of the girls.
“A scam is a fraudulent business scheme. In a “romance scam” a person fakes romantic intentions toward a
victim to win his or her affection, then uses the goodwill to commit fraud such as gaining access to cash,
bank accounts, credit cards, passports, email accounts and/or national ID numbers. Sometimes the
scammer tries to get the victim to commit financial fraud on his or her behalf.”
~
http://www.rosebrides.com/safedatingguide.html
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44. As in poker, look for tells. If she hides you from her family, or wants you to pay to take
everyone out to the most expensive club in town, she is not looking for a husband, just
a
sugar daddy
. If she asks you for money, you know what she is. Move on.

45. In my opinion, a romance tour is the best way to see a new country and to meet its
women for the first time. Concentrate on the potential brides instead of logistics
(transportation, hotels, meals). Also, it’s safer.

https://youtu.be/SzfSq_kzV8A

46. On a typical romance tour, you will meet more available single women interested in
you over a one or two week stay than you have met in your entire lifetime.
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47. International introduction/marriage agencies make money from everything from emails
to addresses to interpreters to visa paperwork. To me, an online relationship is a
waste. Search for the best prospects and then schedule a trip. At this time, 
Dream
Marriage
looks like a good place to begin.

48. In the near future, 
Skype Translator
will make the cost of introductions go away. You
will still want to take advantage of the tours. You can be sure women in your home
country will call them sex tours instead of romance tours. But we’re guys. What else
is romance for?
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49. Future Trend: Mail Order Husbands.I believe the weight of divorce, retirement,
and high cost of living will send many men to places like the Philippines where an old
white guy is still a catch. You will also attract single moms and nongreen card
seekers. People will realize that Filipinas want husbands, not green cards. If you are
healthy (Medicare does not travel), you can live a fantastic lifestyle on Social Security
and even go for a new family/children if you so desire.

50. Consider becoming a resident or citizen of her country. For wealthy men, a second
home or backup passport can be financially advantageous. If you reside abroad with
her, it becomes easier to obtain a tourist visa if you are not married.
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If this short report piques your interest in Mail Order Brides, join our free membership site if
you haven’t already, and begin your search for the perfect bride who is younger, taller,
prettier, sexier, and bettereducated than you can find at home  and who god knows why 
wants you.
I wrote this report to catch up with mail order brides, and what is available now. I will join you
on the journey.
Begin by joining any or all of these IMBRAs now  free:
A Foreign Affair
AfricaBeauties
AmoLatino
AnastasiaDate
A Pretty Woman
AsianBeauties
BeHappy International
Bridge of Love
CharmingDate
Cherry Blossoms
ChnLove
Dream Marriage
IDateAsia
Kharkov Ladies
Russian Mail Order Wife

Subscribe to our list if you haven’t already: 
http://newmailorderbrides.com/jointhehuntclub/
Each week, you will receive updates on Mail Order Bride sites and conditions in prime
countries.

chaz@chazsaxon.com
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